
mila-wall (100 Series) General Operating Instructions
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Step #1:  Before setting up walls, lower adjustable leveling feet on each panel 
approximately 1".  This will allow access to the threaded nut required to level the 
adjustable feet.  (Use the leveling disc or open ended wrench).

Adjustable Leveling Feet

Using the Leveling Disc:
Once walls are erected, slide disc over threaded 
portion of foot, lower onto nut and spin.  
Adjust feet until walls are level and secure.

Leveling Disc

Step 2:  Begin by erecting a self-supporting corner wall section using a corner profile.

Using a End Cover Profile:
To finish edges of panels, 
use end cover profiles by 

snapping Clip #1's into edge 
of module (position every 12" 

to 15" apart), end cover 
profiles snap onto Clip #1's.

Clip #1

End Cover Profile

Step #3:  Instruction for panel to panel connection (not using a corner profile):
* Attach Rigid Panel Fastener at the Bottom of the mila-wall module that is already erected (refer to diagram).
* Attach Rigid Panel Fastener (at the Top) and Tongue profile in the mila-wall module that will be installed.
LINE UP WALL MODULE, LIFT AND LOWER.  Adjust leveling feet until panels are level & secure.
                       PLEASE NOTE:  There is No Need to tighten set-screws for this type of panel connection.

Questions: Contact MBA Design & Display Products - (800) 635-7386

Using a Corner Profile:
Insert profile into edge of 

panel and tighten set 
screws located in each 

corner, beneath the 
surface covering of each 

wall module using the 
3mm allen wrench

(Refer to Diagram Below).

mila-wall 
panels

Before Installation - REMEMBER:
Always think one panel ahead.  Install the proper 
hardware on each panel to expedite the setup.  
All connection hardware is interchangeable!


